WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

**EVENT NAME**: WOMEN EMPOWERMENT  
**DATE**: 09-12-2019  
**VENUE**: ZOOLOGY LAB, SIVET COLLEGE  
**RESOURCE PERSON**: Prof. CYNTHYA GEORGE, CONOOR  
**NUMBER STUDENTS ATTENDED**: 135  
**TIME**: 11.00-1.30PM

**REPORT**

The resource person explained that how the women’s are very powerful from the ancient times till now. Women’s empowerment is the process of empowering women. Empowerment can be defined in many ways. Women empowerment refers to making women powerful to make them capable of deciding for themselves. Education for girls must be made compulsory so that women can become illiterate to make a life for themselves. The activities also given to the students. The students clarified their doubts. Very useful session to the students.